
Since moving to Singapore my 22-month-old daughter and I have
enjoyed the playgroup at Blue House Atelier with Ms Shivanti and
her team. Blue House offers a beautiful, engaging and stimulating
environment for the children and a great opportunity to meet
other parents. 

It's a fantastic first introduction to the structured play for young
children. My daughter's grandmother who regularly joined
sessions and is an experienced educator who has worked around
the globe was particularly impressed by the team and program at
Blue House. Our family wholeheartedly recommend Blue House
Atelier to all!.

During the 12 weeks of the new playgroup
sessions, families are invited to experience and
explore Metal in various modalities. Children will be
introduced to Metal as an object that will pique their
curiosity and wonder. Through meaningful inquiry,
we aim to extend children's initial understanding of
Metal as an object they encounter daily. Using
sensorial and open-ended materials linked to
Metal, we hope to embark on a magical experience
with parents and children in deconstructing the
properties of this malleable material and deepening
our understanding of the possibilities that Metal
provides.
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Pricing
Single Playgroup session = $50 (ad-hoc)
1 Playgroup session per week =  12 sessions @$480
2 Playgroup session per week =  24 sessions @$920
* All playgroup sessions must be booked in advance *   
Price includes 1 adult and 1 child per session 

Special Offer 
Sign up for 'Stories of Spring' inspired playgroup 3rd April
to 21st April together with the 'Metal' inspired playgroup
and receive $!00 worth of complementary sessions
(T&C's Apply)

Week One and Two:
Encounters with Metal

Week Three and Four
Clink, Chink and Clatter - 
The Sounds that Metal Makes

Week Five and Six
Interacting with Metal from Real Life

Week Seven and Eight
Metal Meets Natural Resources

Week Nine and Ten
Metal, Light and Reflection

Week Eleven and Twelve
The Possibilities of Metal and Magnets

4 Jan to 31 March 2023
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